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Abstract

Restriction fragment length polymorphism tools is an R application which supports a complete workflow of polymerase

chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP), dealing with the problems which accompany

analysis when PCR-RFLP is used in diversity studies. Large numbers of different RFLP samples obtained from

multiple electrophoresis runs might lead to limitations or misidentifications due to the need for band matching in

most existing software applications. Due to the common problem of variation in the density of bands (i.e. distances

between bands or visual intensity) in the electropherograms, it is desirable to have options for handling samples with

uncertain or faint bands. As a further step in the workflow, scientists often use DNA sequencing to identify individual

genotypes, so that the use of specific software to combine these tasks might be helpful. With this background, we here

present an application that supports a complete workflow, starting with the analysis of single species samples by

PCR-RFLP, to PCR-RFLP genotype identification based on a reference data set and DNA sequencing followed by

similarity analysis. RFLPtools is a freely available, platform-independent application which provides analysis functions

for DNA fragment molecular weights (e.g. by RFLP analysis), including similarity calculations without the need for

band matching. As it is written for the statistical software R, other statistical analyses might also be easily applied.
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Introduction

In many biological disciplines, fingerprinting techniques

such as restriction fragment length polymorphism

(RFLP) have become useful and commonly applied

laboratory tools in biodiversity research to recognize and

analyse genotypic diversity. The RFLP technique, espe-

cially, is frequently used in population studies targeting

various organisms such as plants (Tsarouhas et al. 2002)

or symbiotic (Sykorova et al. 2007), pathogenic, or soil-

inhabiting microbes (Watrud et al. 2006; Duran et al.

2009). Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)-RFLP is based

on nucleotide differences that affect the binding site for

restriction enzymes in certain DNA arrays, which after

enzymatic digestion and amplification of the fragments

lead to different fragment patterns following visualiza-

tion by electrophoresis. Other related fingerprinting

techniques are Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism

(AFLP) (Vos et al. 1995), Random Amplification of

Polymorphic DNA (RAPD), STRs (Single Tandem

Repeats), microsatellites (Goldstein & Schl€otterer 1999)

and Terminal RFLP (T-RFLP) (Liu et al. 1997).

By comparing the resulting fragment patterns, the

RFLP technique is capable of detecting and discriminat-

ing genotypes after a cloning step to gain single species

samples from environmental samples or populations.

To further characterize genotypes (or organisms) in such

studies, PCR products of single RFLP samples can be

DNA-sequenced and the resulting sequences further

compared by nucleotide sequence alignment searches

performed by specific algorithms, for example by the

standalone Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)

(Zhang et al. 2000) or local BLAST v7.0.9 (Hall 1999),

with published sequence data.

However, sample treatment and the analysis of frag-

ment patterns are susceptible to technical difficulties if

electrophoresis gels are used, which might affect and

reduce the reproducibility and reliability of results. The

processing of fragment patterns might be hampered, for

example, by more or less serious lateral deformations of

runs during electrophoresis (so-called ‘smiley effects’) or
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by the presence of large amounts of highly diverse and

sometimes unresolved or superimposed bands, which

contribute to analysis and interpretation bias. Addition-

ally, the comparability of large numbers of electropho-

retic runs is sometimes limited, especially in biodiversity

studies, where large amounts of samples are usually gen-

erated on numerous electrophoresis gels. In the analysis

and comparison of the resulting fragment patterns, band

matching is a precondition for subsequent analyses in

most software applications and is often problematic due

to the mentioned constraints. Furthermore, proprietary

applications that provide adequate analysis functions are

mostly rather expensive.

Comparisons of fragment sizes or peak heights are

already implemented in free bioinformatic software

applications such as GERM (Dickie et al. 2003), which is

based on Visual Basic application macros, or FragMatch,

a Java application (Saari et al. 2007). Table 1 summarizes

the possibilities and limitations of these two applications

compared with RFLPtools. Free software tools for other

genome fingerprinting techniques also exist (e.g. Genog-

rapher, RawGeno, OptiFLP). However, tools for RFLP

analysis disregard some of the specific problems which

occur during the analysis of electrophoresis runs, such as

biased electrophoresis fragment patterns and deforma-

tions during gel runs such as smiley effects. The prob-

lems often propagate as the number of samples

analysed, and the diversity of band patterns increase.

Therefore, a free and platform-independent method

for reading fragment pattern data derived from molecu-

lar fingerprinting analysis such as PCR-RFLP, without

the constraints of matching bands in parallel runs, is

required. Using the methods of matching bands, it is

essential that there is no deformation in the electrophore-

sis gel. As soon as nonhomogeneous flow rates exist, it is

difficult to define the exact distance for each fragment in

the run. It is most probably that identical samples are

interpreted as different RFLP types if the method of

matching bands is applied to the run. Therefore, in

RFLPtools, instead of band matching, distances are used

for the analysis of the RFLP types.

Restriction fragment length polymorphism tools was

mainly designed for data gathered from images of electro-

phoresis gels. Due to the common problem that band den-

sity and resolution might vary between individual gels,

options to handle samples with doubtful or faint bands

are desirable. To improve data quality, it is also necessary

to have options for checking the reliability of the data.

Particularly for diversity studies with large and heter-

ogeneous data sets, such analysis software should

include a function for comparing fragment patterns with

a reference data set comprising known fragment patterns

of previously identified genotypes or organisms. Such

an option should allow the fast matching of newly

recognized samples with already characterized RFLP

samples. A tool for the visual comparison of fragment

patterns with reference data sets would help facilitate

the rapid identification of unknown samples. For further

processing of the data obtained, a suitable, freely avail-

able analysis application with a high degree of interoper-

ability and flexibility and the option to read and write

standard data exchange files for communicating with

applications that provide additional statistical analysis

methods is still needed.

Methods and implementation

Restriction fragment length polymorphism tools was

developed to support the complete workflow, from the

Table 1 Comparison of GERM, FragMatch, and RFLPtools

GERM FragMatch RFLPtools

System

requirements

Microsoft

Excel

Java Independent

Based on Spreadsheet

formulas

and macros,

programmed

in Visual Basic

Java R

Quality check for

input data

No No Yes

Different methods

for analysis

of RFLP

fragment patterns

No No Yes

Method for analysis

of RFLP fragment

patterns

Band

matching

Band

matching

Distances

Methods for

handling

biased data

No No Yes

Methods for

handling

doubtful bands

at a lower length

threshold

Yes No Yes

Graphical

visualization

Yes Yes Yes

Ability to

compare new

data with

reference

database

Yes Yes Yes

Designed

for multiple

data sets

from a single

sample

Yes Yes Yes

Function for

comparing

sequence

similarities

No No Yes
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analysis of biotic diversity after a cloning step, to obtain-

ing single species samples from environmental samples

by PCR-RFLP and to the identification of RFLP fragment

patterns via sequencing. It includes several functions to

import fragment pattern data, estimate their similarity

and compare the resulting RFLP types with a reference

data set for fast identification, as well as the possibility of

a similarity analysis of DNA sequences.

In this section, we explain the functions and their use

during a biodiversity study.

Restriction fragment length polymorphism tools, like

many other R packages (R Development Core Team

2012), is command-line driven. It is installed by the

command install.packages(‘RFLPtools’, dependencies =
TRUE). Functions are directly invoked by the user, in

parts specified by arguments and options. Every session

using RFLPtools in R starts with the command ‘library

(RFLPtools)’, which loads all RFLPtools functions into the

R environment. Information about the package (i.e. the

DESCRIPTION file), as well as the list of included func-

tions, can be displayed with the command ‘library

(help = RFLPtools)’ (see also Table 2). There is a detailed

help file (vignette), showing typical workflows which

can be opened inside R by vignette(‘RFLPtools’).

Before starting the analysis of fragment patterns via

RFLPtools, fragments have to be detected using any

graphical fragment pattern analysis software package,

such as GeneProfiler (Scanalytics Inc.) or the free gel

analysis macro MolWt (http://www.phase-hl.com/

imagej.htm), which are able to generate simple text

report files, including data on the molecular weight of

detected bands, sample names and band numbers.

In contrast to existing applications, RFLPtools pro-

vides an optional quality check of the RFLP band pat-

terns by comparing the sum of the molecular weights of

all bands per sample with the given molecular weight of

the complete PCR product within a certain range of toler-

ance (function RFLPqc). This option allows the identifica-

tion of biased data and provides decision support for

either excluding the respective samples from further

analysis or for rechecking the doubtful band patterns on

the original gel electrophoresis image. Such samples are

detected due to the fact that a profile with an outlier sum

would contain a fragment which would not have been

generated by restriction of the PCR product or would

have been subsequently contaminated.

With the function RFLPlod, which can be used to

remove all bands below a given threshold, the package

deals with uncertain or dubious bands of shorter lengths

which may not be recorded or cannot be sized in a fraction

of the samples.

Subsequently, the RFLP samples are grouped by frag-

ment numbers (function nrBands), based on the assump-

tion that only samples with identical band numbers

could belong to identical genotypes. RFLPtools then

computes distances between the fragment patterns of

RFLP samples within each of these groups (function

RFLPdist), based on the molecular weight of the bands,

evoking the function dist (base R package stats) with

default Euclidean distance. Alternatively, different dis-

tance methods such as ‘Manhattan’ or ‘Canberra’ or even

completely different functions can be used. The use of

migration distances of the molecular weights of frag-

ments instead of band matching is the main advantage

of RFLPtools. As RFLPtools generates objects of basic R

data types, high compatibility with other R libraries and

analysis methods are ensured, which is considered a

clear advantage over other existing software solutions.

In cases where band detection is uncertain, for exam-

ple, due to density variation between gels and samples, a

second method of similarity analysis can be used (func-

tion RFLPdist2). This involves the computation of the dis-

tance between the molecular weight of a sample S1 with x

bands and a sample S2 with x + y bands and the dis-

tances between the molecular weight of sample S1 and

the molecular weight of all possible combinations of S2

with x bands are computed. The distance between S1 and

S2 is then defined as the minimum of these distances.

Let us consider an artificial example: sample S1 has

two bandswithmolecular weights m1 andm2 (m1 > m2);

sample S2 has three bands with molecular weights n1, n2

and n3 (n1 > n2 > n3). RFLPdist2 computes the distance

Table 2 Functions and their description

Name Description

RFLPcombine Combine multiple data sets from a single

sample (i.e. separate digests with two or

more enzymes)

RFLPdist Compute distances for RFLP data

RFLPdist2 Compute distances for RFLP data where

some bands may be missing

diffDist Distance matrix computation based on

successive differences

linCombDist Linear combination of distances

RFLPdist2ref Compute distance between RFLP data and

RFLP reference data

RFLPlod Remove bands below lower length threshold

RFLPplot Plot RFLP data

RFLPqc Quality control for RFLP data

RFLPrefplot Function for a visual comparison of RFLP

samples with reference samples

nrBands Function to compute number of bands

read.blast Read BLAST data

read.rflp Read RFLP data

sim2dist Convert similarity matrix to dist object

simMatrix Similarity matrix for BLAST data

write.hclust Cut a hierarchical cluster tree and write cluster

identifiers to a text file

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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between S1 and (n1, n2), (n1, n3), (n2, n3), and the mini-

mum of the three distances is returned. Let us further

assume that m1 = n1 and m2 = n3 then the distance

between S1 and (n1, n3) is zero, which is also the mini-

mum distance returned by RFLPdist2. There is also an

option to set a lower limit, LOD. If LOD is specified, it is

assumed that missing bands occur only below this thresh-

old, that is, the number of bands larger than or equal to

LOD has to be identical and all possible combinations are

only considered for bands smaller than the LOD.

Furthermore, slight variation between gels and result-

ing differences in molecular weight detection between

identical RFLP types, for instance due to smiley effects,

can be anticipated using the functions diffDist and lin-

CombDist. The function diffDist computes and returns

the distances between the rows of a data matrix, where

instead of the row values as in the case of ‘dist’, the suc-

cessive differences of the row values are used. The func-

tion might be helpful if there is a shift with respect to

the measured bands, that is, the Euclidean distance of

(550, 500, 300, 250) and (510, 460, 260, 210) will be 0

instead of 80. Additionally, the function linCombDist

was implemented, which uses a linear combination of

distances and provides a way to combine molecular

weights and band spacing to calculate the similarity of

samples, with the possibility of choosing weights for

both methods. With the help of linCombDist, two dis-

tance measures can be simultaneously specified to com-

pute the distances between the rows of a data matrix.

Depending on the chosen weights w1 and w2, a linear

(w1, w2 arbitrary) or convex (w1 + w2 = 1) combination

of the two results can be calculated.

In case multiple data sets from a single sample (i.e.

separate digests with two or more enzymes) are avail-

able, the function RFLPcombine can be used to combine

an arbitrary number of data sets.

Based on the calculated distances, hierarchical cluster

analysis of RFLP samples can be performed using the

function hclust (R base package stats), where the default

clustering method is ‘complete linkage’. Other clustering

or unsupervised learning methods such as multidimen-

sional scaling can also be applied easily. To obtain the

final groups of identical samples, the value at which the

dendrogram should be cut (cutree, R base package stats)

Read.blast              

Read.rflp    
Workflow RFLPtools    

simMatrix

sim2dist 

RFLPqc 
RFLPlod

nrBands nrBands

Good quality ?Bad quality ?

RFLPdist2  RFLPdist 

Write.hclust 

RFLPplot 

RFLPdist2ref

RFLPrefplot  

Database

Rechecking/excluding

spread sheet/
Database

Other analysis
- Clustering
- nmds
-...

Choose new 
RFLP samples 
for sequencing

New genotypes

sequencing

BLAST

Molecular weights

1. 2.

3.

linCombDist

Fig. 1 Workflow of RFLP samples during

diversity studies. The pale grey area sum-

marizes functions included in R package

RFLPtools. Dotted lines represent the

workflow applied on the example data: 1.

The RFLP input file contained manipu-

lated samples, which were excluded after

RFLPqc. 2. A new input file was analysed,

an RFLPplot was drawn (see Fig. 2), and

the results of clustering were exported

using write.rflp. 3. Sequences of all

RFLP samples in the example data were

analysed.
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must be considered by the scientist. Therefore, the simi-

larity of samples (e.g. in terms of Euclidean distance) can

be plotted using dendrograms and parallel molecular

weight patterns, which enable a rapid and rather easy

detection of identical samples (function RFLPplot) (see

Fig. 1). After cutting the dendrograms (cutree, R base

package stats), the function write.rflp creates an output

file containing the cluster group assignment for each

sample. This text file can easily be processed further, for

example, in spreadsheet software applications.

During a biodiversity study using PCR-RFLP, the

resulting RFLP groups must be verified by sequencing

two or more samples from each cluster and checking

their identity, to ensure that the cutting height and classi-

fication of fragment patterns were low enough so that

the aggregation of different genotypes in one cluster is

avoided. To facilitate the rapid identification of PCR-

RFLP samples, two or more representative samples (PCR

products) from each detected similarity group can be

sequenced, and the resulting nucleotide sequences com-

pared with data in the NCBI GenBank (http://www.

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) or other sequence databases. Reference

data sets including band patterns and taxonomic affilia-

tions might subsequently be established.

Common phylogenetic approaches require alignments

of sequences. This is not a problem with highly similar

sequences, but sequences deriving from environmental

samples might include organisms of widely different taxa,

which might be aligned with difficulty. We recommend an

approach that includes pairwise similarities, calculated by

the BLAST standalone tool, and enables the comparison of

different taxa with no need for a detailed alignment. The

success of this approach was shown in Per�soh et al. (2010),

Per�soh & Rambold (2012), Flessa et al. (2012) and Flessa &

Rambold (2013). RFLPtools enables the discrimination of

DNA sequences via tabular report files of standalone

BLAST (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/

release). Therefore, the similarity values for all-vs.-all

BLAST results of DNA sequences generated with stand-

alone BLAST from NCBI or local BLAST, as imple-

mented in BioEdit v7.0.9 (Hall 1999), for example, are

used to build a similarity matrix. The BLAST search tool

is not implemented in RFLPtools, but tabular output files

can easily be used for data exchange between the

above-mentioned software programs. To import and

analyse BLAST tabular report files, RFLPtools provides

the function read.blast. Subsequently, the data frame

obtained is modified into a similarity matrix. Details of

the algorithm implemented to compute the similarity

between samples can be looked up in the help files of the

package. A visualization of the similarity matrix is possible

using, for example, simPlot (R package MKmisc; Kohl

2012). As a terminal step, identified RFLP samples can be

used to establish a reference data set. In the case of an

existing reference data set containing RFLP fragment

patterns and already identified taxon names (e.g. via

DNA sequencing or BLAST search results), a comparison

of RFLP genotypes derived from a new study with the

existing reference samples is possible and enables the

detection of known genotypes (function RFLPrefdist). The

implemented method RFLPrefplot facilitates a visual

comparison of new samples with reference samples (see

Fig. 2). With these options, RFLPtools provides a PCR-

RFLP-adapted application, which overcomes general

problems when handling RFLP-derived data.

As we are generating objects of basic data types, the

resulting compatibility with other R packages (i.e. popu-

lation genetic packages) and analysis methods is a fur-

ther advantage of RFLPtools. For example, it can be used

with the popgen package, which uses R standard data-

types such as matrix, array and vector, or with the ade-

genet package, which contains several convert functions;

that is, R standard datatypes can easily be converted to

objects of adegenet classes.

Application example

To demonstrate the application advantages of RFLPtools,

we selected a data set (see Appendix S1, Supporting

information) including 112 RFLP types generated from

double-stranded fungal ITS rRNA sequences obtained

from cultivated fungi in previous studies (Triebel et al.

2005; Per�soh et al. 2010). Sequences were deposited at

EMBL under the accession nos FR773168–FR773170,

FR773172, FR773288, FR773289, FR773296, FR773297,

FR773300, FR773304–FR773306, FR773308, FR773321,

FR774049–FR774075, FR774077–FR774079, FR774081,

FR774084, FR774089, FR774090, FR774092, FR774098,

FR774101–FR774115, FR774117–FR774161.

Taxonomic names were assigned to the sequences

using MegaBLAST (Zhang et al. 2000) at the NCBI website

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov; status: January 2010). A

consensus name was compiled from the names under

which sequences obtaining a ‘bitscore’ of at least 90% of

the best matching sequences were deposited, following the

approach of Per�soh et al. (2010). The nomenclature and

classification concepts applied follow Index Fungorum

(http://www.indexfungorum.org) and Myconet (http://

www.fieldmuseum.org/myconet).

Restriction fragment length polymorphism band pat-

terns were artificially created by cutting the ITS sequences

with AluI and MspI in a virtual digest with the online

application ‘RestrictionMapper’ (http://www.restriction

mapper.org/) and were stored in a text format suitable for

the read.blast function, containing the sample name,

number of bands and molecular weight of the band. The

RFLP patterns of four sequences (FR773320, FR773324,

FR774080 and 774082) were manually manipulated to

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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generate ‘problematic’ band patterns (in FR773320 and

FR773324, the first band was deleted to simulate an over-

seen band, and in FR774070b and 774049b, which were

manipulated duplicates from samples FR774070 and

FR774049, one band was duplicated and modified with a

difference in the molecular weight by three base pairs, to

simulate an overexpressed thick band, which was identi-

fied as two bands by gel analysis software).

Subsequently, the RFLP samples were grouped by frag-

ment numbers (function nrBands), resulting in eight groups

containing RFLP samples with 1–8 bands, respectively. By

applying the quality check function (RFLPqc, QC.lo = 0.9,

QC.up = 1.1) on the data set, the four manipulated RFLP

samples fell outside the range (the sum of bands of sample

FR773320 was out of range by 40.57% and that of FR773324

by 40.58%, FR774080 by 131.07% and FR774082 by 127.29%)

andwere excluded from further analysis.

Distances between fragment patterns of RFLP samples

within each of these groups were computed with the func-

tion RFLPdist. Subsequently, hierarchical cluster analysis

of RFLP samples was performed using the function hclust

(R base package stats). To extract groups of identical sam-

ples, the resultant dendrograms were cut (cutree, R base

package stats) at heights of 5, 10, 15 and 25 to compare the

resulting RFLP clusters and identify the optimal cutting

height for these data. In our example, the resulting RFLP

cluster can easily be compared with the genotype affilia-

tion of each sample (for results, see Appendix S2, Support-

ing information). Therefore, the similarity of samples was

plotted using dendrograms and parallel molecular weight

patterns (function RFLPplot) (see Fig. 2). After cutting the

dendrograms, the function write.hclust was applied to

write an output file containing the cluster group assign-

ment for each sample [included in Appendix S2, Support-

ing information (cluster number)].

This procedure results in 51 different RFLP groups at a

height of 5. This height appears optimal for the data set

used, because there is no RFLP cluster with different fungal

genotypes at a height of h = 5. However, some of the 33

fungal genotypes are split into different RFLP clusters

[Aureobasidium pullulans-1 (3 cluster), Botryosphaeria-1

(2 cluster), Capnocheirides-1 (2 cluster), Cladosporium-1

(3 cluster), Cladosporium-2 (5 cluster), Phialocephala-1 (2 clus-

ter), Fusarium-1 (2 cluster), Lewia-1 (2 cluster), and Vibrissea-

ceae-1 (2 cluster)], but all of these clusters are homogeneous.

At a height of h = 10, one cluster is nonhomogeneous (Cla-

dosporium-1 and Cladosporium-2 are in the same group). In

this data set, with h = 5, no fungal genotype was overseen,

but there is a requirement for sequence identification

of each RFLP cluster to detect genotypes divided into

different RFLP types, due to mutations in the sequence.

Identification of split groups is important to avoid an

overestimation of the fungal diversity. If RFLPtools is used

as a presort tool in diversity studies, there is no need to

sequence each individual RFLP sample.

Conclusion

Polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length

polymorphism is a common and applicable method in
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Fig. 2 Visual comparison of molecular weights from an example data set containing 29 RFLP samples exhibiting four fragments.
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diversity studies, but a suitable, freely available analysis

application that provides interoperability, flexibility and

compatibility with further statistical analysis methods is

still needed. Although several software applications exist

for PCR-RFLP fragment pattern analysis, RFLPtools

represents the first purpose-built application for PCR-

RFLP in R. R packages have the advantage that statistical

analyses are easily applicable to the resulting outputs,

and as objects of basic data types are generated, the

resulting compatibility with other R packages and analy-

sis methods are a further advantage of RFLPtools.

Because its function composition follows the work-

flow of PCR-RFLP analysis, RFLPtools allows reliable

data processing from the fragment band pattern to the

identification of RFLP samples. Furthermore, in con-

trast to existing applications, RFLPtools provides a

quality check for the input data. This option for data

quality checking and band pattern visualization sup-

ports the handling of problematic data by detecting

invalid samples and allows the subsequent rechecking

or exclusion of those samples, which improves data

quality. As RFLPtools was designed for data gathered

from images of electrophoresis gels, the package con-

tains some functions to handle biased data. However,

the additional functions might be applied to data gath-

ered from capillary sequencers using fluorescently

labelled primers.

The main advantage of RFLPtools is that it uses dis-

tances of the molecular weights of fragments instead of

band matching. Options to generate a reference data set

of identified RFLP samples based on DNA sequences

and to report files derived from all-vs.-all BLAST

searches allow for the comparison of new samples with

known genotypes, supplementing the application. This

is completed by a second option for visualization of band

patterns of new samples and references. With these

options, RFLPtools provides a PCR-RFLP-adapted appli-

cation which considers general problems encountered

when handling RFLP-derived data.
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